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Search results for "DontDownload.tar.bz2, Labeach.zip or
MountandBlade.zip " on this page as have been automatically

gathered by SearchMax.com.Menu Class of 8/30/08 Our first class
of 8/30/08 and we’re doing a lot better with our class and

classwork. Yesterday, I woke up at 6:30 in the morning and
finished both of our English essays that were due today, and I got

an A on both of them! I didn’t have to wake up at all. I’m really
impressed with myself. I put together and took a video of my
troupe’s performance of the song “Runaways”. We filmed the

video a few weeks ago in the park that we rented a house in, but
we hadn’t had time to edit the video since then. Yesterday, we got
out of school and went to the park with some of the other student
entertainers and filmed the video. Here is the video: Not bad, huh?

At the end, our choreographer, who played the piano, came and
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told me all of the choreography I did was on time. I was really
proud of that. On Thursday, we had a bi-weekly performance for
all of our performers. The rest of our classes went first. We ran in
uniform because we are a class of first-year students. Everyone
had to go down the hallway and into the school, they did a circle
around the stage, and then we did our performance. It went well.
We were dressed the best out of everyone. They didn’t have the
legwarmers, but they had the glasses on. We finished up in the
second-to-last spot. This was kind of a good thing because they
told us they would choose one last performer to go in front of
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